Abstract-FAGs accelerators re-appeared fifteen years ago to be of interest for new accelerator projects. These synchrotrons allow fast acceleration because of the fixed field magnets. To compensate the beam trajectory radius increase, the radial magnetic gradient follows a non-linear law B 0 (r R 0 ) k . In the frame of the RACCAM (Recherche en Accélérateur et Application Médicales) project in France, a scaling spiral FFAG ring is developed for medical applications. Magnets have spiral edges to make beam focusing. Here is described the dipole design study with flat horizontal poles which allow a low variation of the vertical tune. This study presents how to produce B 0 (r R 0 ) k with distributed polar conductors.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
FAG synchrotrons (Fixed Field Accelerating Gradient) have been invented during the 1950s at MURA (Mid-western Universities Research Association, dismantled in the late 1960s). Three electron models were constructed, including a spiral one, up to 50 MeVin 1961. During the late 1990s, FFAG synchrotrons have come to new interest for accelerator projects in the fields of neutrino factory (fast acceleration), proton beams and medical accelerators. In FFAGs, the dipole field remains constant with time. To compensate the increase of the beam trajectory radius, the magnetic field follows the radial law , which is produced using two main methods: a pole shaped yoke or distributed conductors on flat poles. Flat poles allow a low variation of the vertical tune, which varies with the ratio radius/gap height. Ideally, the increase of the gap height with radius would maintain the vertical tune constant during the acceleration.
In the frame of the project RACCAM in France, a scaling spiral FFAG synchrotron ring is developed for medical purpose. Injection energy is 17 MeV and ejection energy is 180 MeV with 8 cells (a 10 cells design is still under study for practical and beam dynamics reasons). In scaling FFAGs, the beam focusing is usually achieved using alternated dipole field gradients as in recent Japanese demonstrators [1] . Here the beam focusing is produced with the spiral edges of magnets, what allows a more compact machine. Due to spiral edges, the radial field law is multiplied by a function where the spiral angle appears:
is the polar coordinates angle. The function F has no meaning in a 2d calculation and is equal to one.
II. FROM THE FIELD TO CURRENT INTENSITIES
Previously to any calculation, the first idea that comes to mind to calculate current intensities should be forgotten: the current law does not follow the field law. If the intensity of currents law really has an exponential shape, the exponent of r is different from k. From the Biot and Savart law, one can write the field Fig. 3 . A flat pole design with distributed conductors. The flux in the iron yoke is concentrated in the large radius area. With this solution, it is possible to build a system with variable intensity of currents, which would allow adjustable k and maybe facilitate variable extraction energy. components in the meddle plane for a single straight wire as follow:
• horizontal:
• vertical:
are the wire coordinates, and (x,y) the coordinates of the observation point (see Fig. 4 ).
If N is the number of conductors, then the field at any of the P observation points is the sum of all contributions of the wires. A system of linear equation is then built, which can be written as a simple linear matrix equation:
. Each matrix A is written for either the horizontal or the vertical components as follow:
. . . . . . . . . This system is reversible but it is over-determined if , which means the system has more than one unique solution or no solution. Due to the dimensions of the gap, the height of which is much smaller than its radial extent, and are ill-conditioned in most cases, and that increases the difficulty in solving the system. When , the matrix equation is multiplied by to get a squared matrix, and is more ill-conditioned than A.
III. 2D CALCULATION
A. Solving the Equations System
In a 2d calculation, because it can not be determined:
A Mathematica function was written to produce the matrix A for several cases, for instance variable width and thickness of conductors. Then the field components turn into integrals as follow:
• horizontal: Fig. 7 . Graph results of a 2d finite elements POISSON simulation. The magnetic field is in Gauss.
• vertical: (8) g is the gap height (see Fig. 4) , and is the height under conductors that allows varying the height of the conductors. This is useful when the intensity of current reaches a high value, because that allows increasing the size of the conductor in order to diminish the current density. p and q are the limits of the conductor's width (Fig. 5) .
The equations system keeps the same shape when these integrals are included in the calculation. To solve this linear system, least square methods do not work because the matrix condition number is greater than 1000 in most cases. The only method which allows finding a solution uses norms minimization. The one giving best results is the one-norm minimization, what means: , what is still high but the cooling is achievable (Fig. 6) . At high currents, the field precision is still lower than .
B. POISSON Simulation
Polar distributed conductors are considered with the geometry parameters in Table I . A transverse cut schematic diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 4 . The minimum and maximum field intensities correspond to what was expected, but oscillations, which can be observed more precisely looking at (Fig. 7) , appear clearly. Despite this, a particle beam simulation has shown that relative effects on dynamic tunes are lower than . The amplitude of the oscillations diminishes when the distance between conductors is reduced to zero.
IV. 3D CALCULATION
Infinitely thin conductors located at height g/2 have finite length. Both observation points and conductors lay on arcs circles. For a magnet with a spiral angle and a minimum radius a, the arc extremities of opening angle are located at angles:
• (10) • (11) In this configuration, the expression of the magnetic field must be rewritten. The elementary conductor of length dl at point M with a current intensity I creates at point A a field dB given by the Biot and Savart law: By adding contributions of conductors located at equal distance symmetrically from the median plane, the field becomes purely vertical. The field is then:
where is a continuous function. Fig. 9 shows the field of the arc conductor at different radii. Clearly, the maximum field intensity does not follow the median spiral, and reaches regions out of the limits of the spiral edges.
A. Loop Conductors
A loop conductor consists in two arcs conductors of same radius separated by a distance g, one with intensity I, and the other one with I. The distance between loops is g/n so that two adjacent loops overlap.
The observation points are located on the middle spiral (see Fig. 8 ). The matrix A is then well conditioned.
B. Calculation of Current Intensities
The intensity of currents carried out with loop conductors method reach very high values, up to 1 MA. The precision of the calculation increases while reducing the distance between adjacent loops. But there are still small oscillations that can be eliminated by anticipating field errors with a polynomial function f. f reduces the field law as follow:
. The error is then limited to one per mil at maximum (see Fig. 10 ).
V. 3D FINITE ELEMENT MODELS
The 3d finite elements model is made on the basis of an 8 cells spiral FFAG ring from RACCAM, using the BH curve of "good quality magnet steel" proposed in OPERA3d. 
A. Polar Conductors Only
The basic orientation of the arcs takes the center of the machine ring as the center of all arcs. But the finite elements simulation shows that the yoke saturates in a zone of the pole where the intensities of currents are high and the border of the pole surface is a closed angle. As seen in the Section IV-A, the field is produced perpendicularly to the axis of the conductor, and here there is a lack of iron to channel the flux (Fig. 12) .
If the arcs are rotated in order to make their median line tangential to the spiral axis of the pole surface, the flux is then concentrated in the yoke, which does not saturate anymore. But this geometry does not allow keeping a constant field along an arc centered on the center of the ring, what is mandatory during the acceleration process.
B. Polar Conductors and a Main Coil
The flux concentration in a small region is partly due to large intensities of currents in this area. In order to lower these intensi- ties, a main coil can be added around the poles to produce a uniform initial field. The distributed conductors must then match the following magnetic field law: (15) where . 
C. Using 3D Calculation Results
Even if the current densities predicted with the 3d calculation are out of reasonable limits, it is interesting to look at the results that it gives with a finite elements model. The machine parameters are still those of Table I .
Comparing the field map in Fig. 13 to the one in Fig. 11 , a good agreement clearly appears comparing field shapes. Amplitudes are also in good agreement.
VI. CONCLUSION
The 2d calculation Mathematica tool only fits 2d geometries. If the third dimension is required, the second 3d Mathematica tool must be used. Current intensities are adjusted afterwards. It has been shown that distributed conductors require intense investigations to produce a non-linear field law in full 3d geometry, because a high current intensity concentrates the flux in small region of the pole.
